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Agenda – Technical Elements
◼

Review of Sustainable Management Criteria (SMC) process

◼

Sustainability Goal development

◼

SMC development schedule

◼

DWR comments on Alternative

◼

Interbasin coordination
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Groundwater Sustainability Plan Development

A GSP has five chapters:
1.

Introduction

2.

Plan Area and Basin Setting

3.

Sustainable Management Criteria

4.

Projects and Management Actions

5.

Plan Implementation
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Plan Area and Basin Setting
◼

The Plan Area describes the Basin, including major streams and
creeks, institutional entities, land uses, and locations of production
wells

◼

The Basin Setting includes the following sections:
⚫ Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model (HCM): provides the geologic information

needed to understand the framework that water moves through in the Basin
⚫ Groundwater Conditions: describes and presents groundwater trends,

levels, hydrographs and contour maps, changes in groundwater storage,
groundwater quality issues, subsidence, and surface water interconnection
⚫ Water Budget: provides water budget estimates for historical, current and

projected conditions
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Groundwater Sustainability Plan Development

A GSP has five chapters:
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Introduction
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Plan Area and Basin Setting
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Next Phase of Work: Development of Sustainable
Management Criteria
Lowering groundwater levels

Sustainable Management
Criteria (SMCs) are defined
locally based on basin
conditions to avoid significant
and unreasonable
undesirable results for six
SGMA sustainability
indicators.

Reduction in storage
Seawater intrusion
Degraded water quality

Land subsidence
Surface water depletion
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GSP: Monitoring and Managing Sustainability
Sustainability Indicators

Monitoring

Measurable Objective (MO)

Triggers
Minimum Threshold (MT)

modified from Ca DWR 2016
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Review of Sustainable Management Criteria
Components
Undesirable Results

◼

Minimum Thresholds

◼

Measurable Objectives

◼

Sustainability Goal

DRAFT EXAMPLE – Groundwater
Levels

Measurable
Objective

Groundwater Level

◼

1990

Triggers
Minimum
Threshold
Undesirable
Result
2000

2020

2010
Year

2030

2040
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Review of Sustainable Management Criteria
Components
Measurable Objectives

DRAFT EXAMPLE – Groundwater
Levels

⚫ A management target that

provides a usable buffer
for use during droughts,
etc.
⚫ Establishes the

lower/upper targeted
boundary for basin
management

Measurable
Objective

Groundwater Level

◼

Operational flexibility

⚫ Should provide a

reasonable margin of
operational flexibility
1990

2000

2020

2010

2030

Triggers
Minimum
Threshold
Undesirable
Result
2040

Year
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Review of Sustainable Management Criteria
Components
Undesirable Results

DRAFT EXAMPLE – Groundwater
Levels

⚫ Must be “Significant and

Unreasonable”
⚫ Statement that describes

conditions that we do not
want to happen
⚫ Defined for each

sustainability indicator
◼

Measurable
Objective

Groundwater Level

◼

Triggers
Minimum
Threshold

(e.g. groundwater levels,
groundwater quality, etc.)

Undesirable
Result

1990

2000

2020

2010
Year

2030

2040
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Review of Sustainable Management Criteria
Components
Minimum Threshold

DRAFT EXAMPLE – Groundwater
Levels

⚫ Anything worse is

considered an
“undesirable result”
⚫ The highest/lowest a

basin can go without
something significant
and unreasonable
happening to
groundwater

Measurable
Objective

Groundwater Level

◼

Trigger
Minimum
Threshold
Undesirable
Result

1990

2000

2020

2010
Year

2030

2040
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Proposed SMC Development Process
What thermometer
looks like?

Which undesirable results
are applicable?

Technical team will
summarize existing data and
describe options

Working Group to
propose SMC for
each undesirable
result (UR)
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Monitoring networks to demonstrate sustainability
◼

Sustainability must be demonstrated
with a monitoring network for each
Sustainability Indicator

Example Groundwater Level Monitoring
Network combining multiple data sources
CASGEM
monitoring
well network

Existing
SCGA
monitoring
wells
additional wells
from partners
(TNC, UC Davis)
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From the SGMA law
◼

◼

354.34 (d) The monitoring
network shall be designed to
ensure adequate coverage of
sustainability indicators.
354.34 (e) A Plan may utilize
site information and
monitoring data from existing
sources as part of the
monitoring network.

◼

Each Sustainability Indicator
needs a defined Metric
⚫ For many Sustainability

Indicators “Groundwater
Levels” can be used as proxy
to demonstrate sustainability,
but other measurements can
be suggested and used in the
GSP
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The goal of the GSPs is to maintain sustainability
indicators in good status
◼

And how can we set the metrics?
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We need to develop Sustainable Management Metrics
that are
⚫ Flexible
Need to be able to include adaptive management

⚫ Repeatable
⚫ Meaningful
Learn from the previous studies to design a meaningful monitoring network
Represent effects on the sustainability indicator in a useful way
Can be incorporated into a management framework

⚫ Easily Understood
Many stakeholder with varied technical knowledge

◼

But how do we get there?
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Proposed SMC Development Process
◼

Assess which of the six sustainability indicators are applicable for the
SASb

◼

Develop narrative (qualitative) descriptions of what constitutes significant
and unreasonable conditions (i.e. locally unacceptable conditions)

◼

Translate narrative descriptions into quantitative values = undesirable
results and minimum thresholds

◼

Determine desirable conditions = measurable objectives

◼

Set interim milestones in order to achieve measurable objectives

◼

First Step: Develop the overarching sustainability goal
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Proposed SMC Development Process
◼

Three-step process to start to “build the thermometers”
⚫
⚫

⚫

Step 1: Identify information we have and information we need
Step 2: Identify options we have for determining what is “healthy” and what is “unhealthy”
on our thermometer
Step 3: Evaluate ramifications of setting different options and discuss tradeoffs – try to
reach preliminary group agreements

◼

After initial process for each sustainability indicator, Technical Team will use tools to
bring additional information to the group

◼

Second advisory working group discussion will aim to achieve preliminary
determinations regarding thermometer design

◼

Process repeated for each key SGMA sustainability indicator
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Initial Exploration of a Sustainability Goal
Key SGMA text (GSP Emergency Regulations 354.24)

“Each agency shall establish in its Plan a
sustainability goal for the basin that culminates in the
absence of undesirable results”
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Initial Exploration of a Sustainability Goal
1.

If groundwater is sustainably managed in the SASb, what has
been achieved and what does the groundwater condition look
like?

2.

What does the worst-case scenario look like in SASb if
groundwater is not managed sustainably?

3.

Give us your perspective on how others view the SASb
sustainability issue?
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Preliminary SMC Development Schedule
May 22 2020 – GSPWG meeting 2
• Introduce SMC process
• Begin Sustainability goal development

GSPWG meeting 3
• Water Quality SMC: Build thermometer, what’s healthy/what’s unhealthy
• Subsidence SMC: Build the thermometer, what’s healthy and what’s unhealthy → quick
discussion

GSPWG meeting 4
• Water quality SMC: Refine discussion as needed, focus on scenarios and actions, close on the
thermometer. Technical Team to start production of Water Quality writing
• Lowering groundwater levels → Present data for historical and current conditions, build
thermometer, what’s healthy/what’s unhealthy
21
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Preliminary SMC Development Schedule - ctd
GSPWG meeting 5
•

•

Lowering groundwater levels → Refine discussion as needed, focus on scenarios and
actions: technical team to be providing suggested scenarios for discussion, close on the
thermometer.
SW depletion SMC: introduction to SW/GW interactions→ Start building thermometer, what’s
healthy/what’s unhealthy, update from SW working group, suggestions for key technical
studies

GSPWG meeting 6
•

SW depletion SMC: SW/GW interactions→ Refine discussion as needed. Consider key
technical presentations from other groups. Start focusing on scenarios and actions, close on
the thermometer.

◼

…
Total of 10 GSPWG meetings expected for SMC development

◼
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DWR comments on Alternative
What is needed?
◼

demonstrate that operating within negotiated sustainable yield would avoid 6
undesirable results, esp. for Depletions of Interconnected Surface Water

◼

demonstrate how trigger points avoid significant & unreasonable depletions
to SW

◼

quantify losses of SW to GW

◼

quantify what constitutes an unacceptable GW level

◼

demonstrate that estimated pumping is representative of actual conditions in
the basin
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DWR comments on Alternative
◼

Example SMC — Depletions of Interconnected Surface Water
⚫ DWR response to Alternative: DWR “… unable to determine that SASb

did not experience undesirable results over … at least 10 years.”
⚫ … Because Alterative did not identify:
1.
2.
3.

Interconnected reaches
Quantity and timing of SW depletions
Extent and contribution of GDEs

⚫ … and explain how Basin Management Objectives (BMOs) would avoid

undesirable results
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DWR comments on
Alternative
◼

How can we leverage existing
data to identify …
1.

2.

3.

Interconnected reaches?
Quantity and timing of SW
depletions?
Extent and contribution of
GDEs?

Leverage data collected along Cosumnes R.
• Shallow groundwater monitoring wells
• Surface water gage data
• GDE inventories
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Interbasin Coordination
GOAL: to exchange technical information
◼
◼
◼

Cosumnes Subbasin: possible integration of the surface water
advisory groups
North American Subbasin: interaction with the WaterForum
Solano and Yolo subbasins: TBD
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Questions and Comments
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Related SGMA Activities that Inform Sustainable
Management Criteria
◼

Understand the basin setting:
⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫

Hydrogeologic conceptual model
Current and historical conditions
Estimated water budget
Potential management areas

◼

Inventory existing monitoring programs and
evaluate and build potential representative
monitoring points

◼

Engage interested parties (i.e. beneficial uses
and users of groundwater)
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Culmination of Process and Next Steps
◼

GOAL: South American Subbasin Sustainable Management Criteria
developed
⚫

Issues around each topic (indicator) identified and explored

⚫

Interests of beneficial uses and users considered

⚫

Measurable objectives, triggers, thresholds, and interim milestones defined

⚫

Buy in to overarching sustainability goal

◼

Technical GSP pieces complete (e.g. hydrology)

◼

Groundwater management responses developed if triggers or thresholds
are crossed (next phase of work)

◼

Stakeholder communication and engagement throughout entire process
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Examples of Sustainability Goals from Other GSPs
◼

Mid-County Santa Cruz GSP:
⚫ Manage the groundwater Basin to ensure beneficial uses and users have access to a

safe and reliable groundwater supply that meets current and future Basin demand without
causing undesirable results to:
➢

Ensure groundwater is available for beneficial uses and a diverse population of
beneficial users;
Protect groundwater supply against seawater intrusion;

➢

Prevent groundwater overdraft within the Basin and resolves problems resulting from
prior overdraft;

➢

Maintain or enhance groundwater levels where groundwater dependent ecosystems
exist;

➢

Maintain or enhance groundwater contributions to streamflow;

➢

Support reliable groundwater supply and quality to promote public health and
welfare;
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Examples of Sustainability Goals from Other GSPs
◼
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Examples of Sustainability Goals from Other GSPs
◼

Mid-County Santa Cruz GSP (cont.):
⚫ Manage the groundwater Basin to ensure beneficial uses and users have access to a safe and

reliable groundwater supply that meets current and future Basin demand without causing
undesirable results to:

◼

➢

Ensure operational flexibility within the Basin by maintaining a drought reserve;

➢

Account for changing groundwater conditions related to projected climate change and sea level
rise in Basin planning and management;

➢

Do no harm to neighboring groundwater basins in regional efforts to achieve groundwater
sustainability.

Salinas GSP:
⚫ The goal of this GSP is to manage the groundwater resources of the 180/400-Foot Aquifer Subbasin

for long-term community, financial, and environmental benefits to the Subbasin’s residents and
businesses. This GSP will ensure long-term viable water supplies while maintaining the unique
cultural, community, and business aspects of the Subbasin. It is the express goal of this GSP to
balance the needs of all water users in the Subbasin.
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